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New Title Application: 
Frequently Asked Questions
Can we use the old application?
Yes, counties will continue to accept the old title 
application until  further notice. Dealerships that use 
electronic registration and titling (ERT) must use the 
supplemental ERT authorization form until they switch 
to the new title application.  

Where can we find an explanation of changes to 
the title application?
IADA has created documents explaining the 
enhancements to both the retail title application and 
the lease title application. 

Can I get a copy of the PDF to send to my DMS?
Reach out to IADA's Director of Dealer Services Jessi 
White at jwhite@iada.com. She works with DMS 
providers and can help coordinate the availability of 
the form for your dealership.

Do I need to send the second or third pages if they 
are blank?
No, only send page two or three if they are filled out.

Where can I get the third page?
The third page of the title application is only used to 
provide supplemental information and should not be 
submitted if blank. Downloadable PDFs of the third 
page of the retail title application and the third page of 
the lease title application are available online and are 
linked to on the Title Clerk Resources web page.

What happens if we use the new title application 
and check the box for contiguous county? 
The Iowa Department of  Transportation has instructed 
the counties to return title applications marked for 
contiguous county. That feature is not yet available. 

Can I use the new title application and the ERT 
authorization form?
There is no need to use the ERT authorization form 
with the new title application because it includes an 
authorization box on the bottom of the form. However, 
the new title application will need to be uploaded to 
the system twice—once for ERT authorization and 
again for title application—until the old title application 
is completely phased out.

What does this mean for ERT?
The barriers to using ERT for new vehicle registration 
are gone. With the implementation of the new title 
application, the supplemental authorization form is no 
longer necessary. That, combined with the integration 
with most DMS platforms, makes ERT an efficient, 
easy-to-use solution that simplifies the titling and 
registration process.

Anderson Report: Despite Divisions, 
Manners Matter
BY IADA PRESIDENT BRUCE ANDERSON

Let me see if I have this straight. Some folks are upset at the President of 
the United States because he referred to a reporter as “a dumb son of a 
b*$!%” in front of a live microphone. Several Iowa Democrats are calling 
on Representative Bobby Kaufmann to apologize after he concluded a 
speech in the statehouse rotunda with a two-handed obscene gesture. A 
recent mailing from the Iowa Republican Party called US Senate candidate 
Abby Finkenauer “foul-mouthed” and accused her of not being “Iowa nice” 
after she used the words “damn” and “jackass” and the phrase “full of sh#t” 
in her tweets. 

Now understand that I’m no prude. I am accustomed to hearing salty 
language and from time to time have even used some of those terms 
that have been in the news in ways that my Grandma Minnie would not 
have appreciated. In fact, that hand gesture used by Bobby Kaufmann 
seems to be a staple of effective communication during rush hour on 
I-235. Frankly, they aren’t productive or helpful in the public policy arena. 
I say that with all due respect to President Biden and without condemning 
Representative Kaufmann or Congresswoman Finkenauer, both of whom 
I consider friends.

There is a misconception that civility has eroded recently and that political 
divisions in our country have never been deeper. That is not the case. There 
was a time in our nation’s history when the incumbent vice president shot 
and killed a former secretary of the Treasury. (The top-grossing show on 
Broadway tells the story). Thirty years later, when President Jackson left 
office, he said that he regretted that he had been unable to shoot his vice 
president and hang a senator from Kentucky. He wasn’t joking. I could 
also point to the Civil War or that time Congressman Brooks beat Senator 
Sumner nearly to death, but the point of this column is about effective 
government relations advocacy and not American history.

The reality is that America and Iowa have two political parties and there 
are well-intentioned people in each of them. Even if you disagree with that 
statement, you can’t deny that the success or failure of dealers’ legislative 
agendas depends on both parties since Republicans hold majorities in the 
Iowa House and Senate in addition to holding the governorship while the 
US Senate, House of Representatives, and presidency are all controlled by 
Democrats. It’s worth noting that in the time that I have worked for you, 
the exact opposite has also been true.

Automobile dealers do not have the kind of legislative issues and proposals 
that motivate people to run for public office. There is no one at the capitol 
who ran because they are passionate about things like how you title and 
register a motor vehicle and whether the franchise system is the optimal 
way of protecting car buyers and improving road safety. That’s why we 
need to have friends at the capitol and continually be in conversation with 
them about our businesses and the impact of state and federal government 
on them. That is especially true when something controversial arises. Miss 
Manners had it right when she said, “The greater the controversy, the more 
you need manners.” 

IADA President Bruce Anderson may be reached at banderson@iada.com.
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Legislative Update: License Plates, 
Cosmetic Damage
Two bills of particular interest to dealers recently moved in the Iowa Senate.

County Names on License Plates
Legislation that would permit the Department of Transportation to offer 
standard license plates without county names on them passed unanimously 
out of a Senate transportation subcommittee last week. SSB 3045 will now 
be considered by the full Senate transportation committee. The legislation, 
which was introduced by Senate Transportation Committee Chairman 
Waylon Brown, was suggested by IADA to solve a problem stemming from 
contiguous jurisdiction. A companion bill, HSB 618, has been introduced 
in the House.

Cosmetic Damage Exemption for 
Salvage Designation
If enacted, SF 2139 will exempt 
vehicles considered salvage solely 
due to cosmetic damage from 
the salvage theft examination 
and will permit those vehicles to 
receive a regular certificate of title. 
The legislation defines cosmetic 
damage as "dents, paint chips or 
scratches, hail or wind damage, 
or other minor damage that does 
not alter the mechanical operation 
of the motor vehicle. 'Cosmetic 
damage' does not include any 
damage caused in a vehicle crash or 
collision, or a broken or missing window, headlamp, tail lamp, directional 
signal device, electronic sensor, or other component part necessary for the 
safe operation of the vehicle." This bill has passed both subcommittee and 
full transportation committee and is eligible for floor debate in the Senate.

2022 Board of Directors 
Election: Nominating 
Committee Seeks 
Recommendations for 
Candidates
The nominating committee is seeking recommendations 
for candidates to serve in two seats up for election on 
the IADA board of directors.

Current District Two Director Josh VanNess of Vaughn 
Automotive (Ottumwa) and Director At Large Tim 
Godfrey of Witham Auto Centers are eligible for re-
election. VanNess is completing his first term on the 
board of directors. Godfrey was appointed to complete 
the term of former dealer Kris Kramer, who sold her 
dealership before the end of her term.

Recommendations for candidates must be received by 
5 p.m. on February 11, 2022. The nominating committee 
will choose no more than two people to nominate for 
each director position.

Anyone with an equity 
interest in an Iowa 
franchised new-car 
dealership belonging 
to IADA and who is 
active in the day-to-day 
management of that 
dealership is eligible 
to serve as a director. 
District Directors 
must have a dealership in the district they would be 
representing. Directors At Large can have a dealership 
anywhere in the state of Iowa.

Legislative Insider Briefing
Want to know what's happening in the state legislature? 
Join IADA's government relations team for an insider 
briefing on Friday, February 18 from 9:30 to 10:15 a.m. 

You'll learn:

• The status of dealer-specific legislation.

• Behind-the-scenes information only a lobbyist 
would know.

• Predictions for the rest of the session.

Register to attend.

See Eligible 
Dealerships
District Two

Director At Large

Properly Disclose Markup When 
Selling Vehicles Above MSRP
Selling a new motor vehicle at a price higher than the Manufacturer 
Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) displayed on the Monroney sticker is not 
illegal in Iowa. However, failing to properly label and disclose the higher 
price may constitute an unfair and deceptive trade practice under Iowa’s 
Consumer Fraud Act. If a dealer wishes to charge more than MSRP because 
of market conditions, that should be done by listing “dealer markup” or 
words to that effect on a supplemental window sticker and a separate line 
on the motor vehicle purchase agreement. 

Listing high-price add-ons to get a higher market value for a vehicle 
when the add-on package consists of low-cost items worth significantly 
less than the additional price creates the potential for fraud claims under 
Iowa’s consumer protection laws. Those laws may be enforced by either 
the attorney general or private cause of action and remedies include triple 
damages in addition to attorney fees and court costs. 

Price adjustments resulting from additional equipment installed on the 
vehicle before it is offered for sale must be conspicuously disclosed on 
a supplemental window sticker. Dealers should be especially careful to 
disclose the additional equipment and its pricing in advertising in order 
to avoid bait-and-switch allegations if the motor vehicle is not available 
without payment of the price of the additional equipment. 
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Businesses Must Properly Maintain, 
Inspect On Premise AEDs
Iowa law does not require automobile dealers to have an automated 
external defibrillator (AED) on the premises, but doing so can save 
someone's life. 

If a business does have an AED, Iowa law does require it to be maintained 
and inspected in accordance with the manufacturer's guidelines. The 
business must maintain records of all maintenance and inspections of the 

AED for the usable life of the device and ensure 
that the AED is programmed to conform to 
nationally accepted guidelines for treatment of 
cardiac arrest patients.

Additionally, Iowa has a Good Samaritan law 
that provides liability exemption for people who 
provide good faith emergency assistance.

AEDs for businesses can be purchased through 
the American Red Cross. The American Heart 
Association offers AED training for businesses.

NADA Hosting Women 
Driving Retail Video Contest
Women working in dealerships are invited to create 
videos sharing their experiences in the automotive 
retail industry as part of NADA's Women Driving Retail 
contest. 

Entries are due Friday, February 18. 

In 2021, Teri Saenz of Dewey Ford (Ankeny) was one of 
10 semifinalists in the competition. You can view her 
entry, as well as the other semifinalists, on the NADA 
website.

Promote Your Dealership
Now is not the time to be humble.

One of the many ways IADA promotes Iowa's automotive 
retail industry is through Iowa Auto Dealer magazine. 
But in order to show off the cool things happening at 
Iowa's dealerships, we need to know about them. 

Reach out to Brittany Bungert to share if you or 
someone you know fits the following:

• Vintage signs. We want to see photos of signs  still 
on display in your dealership. 

• Public service. Brag about the extra roles your 
employees take on in your community.

• Good deeds. All dealerships support their 
communities. What good deeds set your dealership 
apart? 

The Time is Now for Electronic 
Registration and Titling
With the United States Postal Service continuing to experience delays, 
there has never been a better time to start transitioning to an electronic 
registration and titling (ERT) process. 

ERT is currently available for new motor vehicles, with used vehicles 
anticipated to come online later this year. Franchised dealers have the 
advantage of learning the system before it is available for all dealerships, 
and significant enhancements, which make ERT even more efficient and 
easy-to-use, have gone live in recent months.

Those enhancements include:

1. Optional DMS integration. The E-Title system can pull data directly 
from your DMS, eliminating the need for duplicate entry and reducing 
errors. This integration is available for most DMS platforms.

2. Reducing required paperwork. With the launch of the new title 
application, customers no longer need to sign an ERT authorization 
form  in order to have their vehicles titled and registered electronically. 

3. Two data input options. Dealerships can choose which mode best 
fits their processes: Finance/Title Clerk, in which the F&I professionals 
input the data and the title clerks finalize and submit the title and 
registration applications, or Title Clerk Only, in which title clerks handle 
the entire data input process.

To get started with ERT, dealerships need to fill out and submit the 
paperwork required to get set up on the E-Title system. Dealerships must 
submit an ACH Authorization, ERT User Application, and Service Level 
Agreement to jwhite@iada.com to begin the process.

Once paperwork is submitted, dealerships can schedule in-person training. 
Training times are currently available in February and March and can be 
scheduled online. Once training is complete, the dealership can begin 
using ERT immediately.

Anyone interested in learning more about ERT should contact Jessi White. 
She can be reached at jwhite@iada.com or 515.440.7611.
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